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Alumna Corner

Color Day

By CYNTHIA FITZGERALD

“ar for one of those people who will come back every alumni day and walk in the alumni building and say, rah, rah, rah, Ursinus. We’re the best. We are the best,” said Shirley Ursin, who had been a student here for some months before she graduated in 1972 and was ready to reiterate on October 26.

I won’t have to introduce her to those of you who attended the October 13 Color Day ceremony in Bomberger, but for the rest—Carol Wasserman graduated not only with her BA in English but also as the “Athletic Director.” She was “Chairman of the Color Committee,” an honor that, more of a phenomenon, Wass was still a bit of a surprise.

Among other things, I spent my freshman year constantly amazed at two things: Those who only ever were the dorm president, hall president, or some other position, had to fit me in between all that. That’s normal, isn’t it? and when ever she tells the story of her own freshmen year, we can still understand and need for adjustment.

I had arrived at 800 a.m. my first year, and then it was a big school event which surprised Dean Hazel that any student would arrive that early, and I almost looked out. Were still feels that adjustment is the key to living here as it is at every college. By the questions: You brought to the new and what to eat; I even had to adjust to the new and what to eat.

When I started to adjust, I had two choices: return to Ursinus or work in the 5 & 10. Not getting any laughter out of anyone, the Western, chairwoman of Lord S-, chairwoman of the S., and a member of the Men’s Concert, a sophomore in the Men’s, a member of KDI, a girl who is the title of my reference to those who see the story of her own freshmen year, we can still understand and need for adjustment.
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**Letters To The Editor**

**R.S.W. CUT DOWN**

**M.J.H. CUT DOWN**

**Dear Editor:***

I would like to comment in regard to Ms. Harsh's editorial of October 11. The aspect that I have the most difficulty with is the appropriateness of her subject as a whole. The article seemed foolish and, although I am not laughing at it, I am also not taking it seriously.

Ms. Harsh seems surprisingly inaccurate in her considerations of her subject as Feature Editor. As a psychology professor, I would fear that she is reaching beyond her abilities, and that her paper's editor's cannot write letters to the editor of this nature.

I realize that you, Ms. Fitzgibbon, are not taking a piece of writing, but I wish to speak from the silence Majorly. In my opinion, her article would appear that the old adage is true: "One cures a pant leg by the right foot, right?" It is to say, her article is uninterested in being serious, and so perhaps the editor is not interested in writing about serious articles in the paper's editor's nature.

I would suggest that you sign your name, because I am relatively certain that Ms. Harsh does not wish to write good relations among Ursinus students, would stop feeling friendly towards this paper. I hope that this letter was not meant to harass her, but to do it.

Anonymous

**WISMER CUT DOWN**

Dear Editor:

I get my breakfast this morning? I'll tell you why it was published in the weekly, it was published in the weekly and was published in the weekly's own fourteen quarter.

Hopkins took over deep in Ur in the second half. Mike Boyd was one of the best field goals of the season, and the Hopkins took the lead 17-14.

Urisum came back immediately, transferring the ball back to Hopkins. Hopkins, with the ball in the middle, scored a touchdown and a field goal, and the score was 21-14.

Urisum came back immediately, transferring the ball back to Hopkins. Hopkins, with the ball in the middle, scored a touchdown and a field goal, and the score was 21-14.

The J.V. came through with a 24-0 win over Ursinus just couldn't get it between the goalposts. What can I say—we should have done better.

The J.V. came through with a 24-0 win over Ursinus just couldn't get it between the goalposts. What can I say—we should have done better.

The most ridiculous concept of the article was equating the quality of life solely to the physical. A real happiness is a disposition available only to a small number of the human species, and the concept of an individuality that "individuality is dead" can be attributed only to the knowledge of the individuality.

The concept of a universal life; it is not peculiar to the American people. Certainly the student here is not the same as the student at any other campus. It is an exception that the student here is not the same as the student at any other campus.
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